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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this inquiry into homelessness to consider::
Rough sleeping,Mental health,Services,Public housing,Housing affordability,Family violence,Indigenous
people,Employment
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
An advocacy body ,Working in Homelessness services ,Concerned citizen

Are there any additional themes we should consider?
Decentralised homelessness and welfare community services.
YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
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File1: 5e1f9e5a39bfe-Inquiry into Homelessness in Victoria - 300 Blankets.pdf
File2:
File3:
Signature:
Warren Tu
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Inquiry into Homelessness in Victoria
Proposal: Developing and Funding more Location Based Community Programs
Author: Warren Tu, Peter Royce, Ellijahna Victoria

Background
300 Blankets is a grassroots charity providing material aid and support for people who are at risk or
are experiencing homelessness. We have been operating since 2012, providing blankets to charities
and not for profit organisations to better equip them when serving the community. We also operate
an Outreach Program in Melbourne’s CBD to provide crucial information and material aid, and a
location-based meals program (Soul Kitchen) to address food insecurity and build community.
Homelessness is on the rise due to affordability of appropriate housing.
In our programs, we see individuals and families experiencing different stages of homelessness.
When we are on our Outreach Program, we see people who may have just found themselves
homeless and people who have been experiencing homelessness for many years. We have seen an
influx of people sleeping rough in the city due to a centralisation of services. People would choose to
sleep rough so they do not have to travel far distances to access services.
In 2018, our team recognised the significant gap in data that exists on people sleeping rough,
particularly in the CBD. The Street Count which occurs biennially, engages a number of volunteers to
walk the streets of Melbourne to count people sleeping rough. While this is admirable, it only
represents one data set collected on one night out of 730 days (representing 0.1% of this time
period), which is for a lack of any other available data, then extrapolated across the remaining days
to ‘build a picture’ of homelessness in Melbourne. Unfortunately this infrequent data set cannot
and should not be relied upon.
We are keenly aware that information, if obtained and used wisely, has the potential to help us
inform how impactful our services are, and how they can be improved to maximise the number of
people we can reach. We realised that it we were in a unique position to enhance the volume and
frequency of available data on homelessness by counting all males and females encountered on our
twice-weekly Outreach program. We commenced this in September 2018 and have now established
a baseline data set from which we can evaluate and identify trends in the coming years.
From the 79 Outreach Program nights completed between 13 September 2018 and 27 June 2019 the
summary of the data obtained is as follows:
•

Of the 79 Outreach nights, no count was obtained for 16 nights.

•

Therefore, data was collected for 63 nights out of a total of 294 nights representing
approximately 21% of the total possible obtainable data. This is a vast improvement on the
0.1% of nights obtained from the official Street Count.
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•

Of the 64 nights the total males encountered was 610 and females 141. This represents an
average of 10 males and 2 females per night.

•

Of the number of people we encountered, around 65% have been sleeping rough in Victoria
for many years

•

Around 30% of the people encountered have migrated from interstate or overseas and have
been sleeping rough for many years

•

Around 5% have been sleeping rough for less than 6 months.

For people who eventually find homes, we celebrate because we know how long and hard it takes to
be allocated a room/house. However a lot of these people find themselves back on the street for
many reasons – the main reason being directly or indirectly due to appropriate housing:







Safety and comfort – The rooms they have been assigned are with other housemates who
may be violent, loud and verbally abusive, and may steal their belongings. The properties
may also be poorly maintained and some are infested with bed bugs.
Location – The location of the housing may be far from services and city where people
frequent. This results in long and inconvenient travel times. This may also impact on the
ability to find employment in the local area.
Support – Some people experience a lack of continued support which ultimately adds stress.
Many are under-prepared to manage bills and rent.
Community – Many people feel displaced when offered a house outside of a community
they have known for many years. The lack of friends and family leads one to spend time
travelling back to communities where they had spent time when sleeping rough.

To address these issues, we have launched two location-based services; in Braybrook (Braybrook
Community Hub) and Preston (The Bridge) – known as Soul Kitchen. Soul Kitchen addresses food
insecurity by preparing a three-course meal and builds community by creating a safe and inclusive
environment.
Soul Kitchen operates every Sunday night, reaching up to 150 people across the two locations. The
people who attend our program range from young families with children still in prams, people
sleeping rough or sleeping in their car, all the way through to elderly people who are living socially
isolated lives. Soul Kitchen has visibly built communities in the Braybrook and Preston areas. People
meet for the first time in our program and support each other during the week. Being regular,
people who attend our program are given a sense of security knowing that they will have free access
to a hearty nutritious meal every Sunday night.
Conclusion
Soul Kitchen is a second family to many of the people who regularly attend our program. People feel
a sense of belonging and cared. For families who attend Soul Kitchen, there is an immediate financial
and stress relief in operating a free community meals program. The longevity of programs like Soul
Kitchen is based on volunteers and funding. We need more programs like Soul Kitchen to build
communities, to give people things to do in a familiar environment, to promote harmony all in a
local area. This will increase the likelihood of someone staying in their appointed housing and is a
great way to decentralise homeless services.
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